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Comments of the referee on the thesis highlights and shortcomings (following the five
numbered aspects of your assessment indicated below).
1) Theoretical background: Theoretical framework of the thesis consists of FDI and capital flow
nar:alive analysis narcated chronologically through two case studies.

2) Contribution: Better understanding of motivations of French economic interests in CEE and
French business performance through FDI in Czechoslovakia.
3) Methods: To investigate economic-history issues one needs to take into account methodological
tools of two disciplines: economics and history. David did combine both in satisfactory measure,
however, historical method of descriptive analysis prevails throughout the work and also in the
framework of the case studies.
4) Literature: David took into consideration primary sources as well as a fuIl range of secondary
literature and applied them in detailed integrative way throughout the work.
5) Manuscript form: No objections. Clear and fluent style of writing.

for the thesis supervisor only, Please characterize the progress in the working out oJ'thesis (e.g., steady
gradual versus discontinuous and abrupt) and the level (intensity) of communication/cooperation with
quthor:
re are no doubts that David is a eifted writer. His thesis is very well-written. focused and
red. He demonstrates his understanding of key facts with insightful discussion and critical
aluation ofhistorical facts based on secondary literature,
I would like to emphasize two aspects of David's performance as a student that wrote his thesis
nder my tutorial: first, he was hard working and punctual - and he finalized his thesis within one
, Second, he was a patient student and was always keen to improve the quality of his work in
with my recommendations. Every new version of his thesis always got better and better

I do not have any further recommendations on how to improve its quality.
two small remarks should be mentioned: the term "the Masaryk's government" can be
fusing since Masaryk was the President. Also, the geopolitical evaluation of Czechoslovakia as
without anv local wars in comoarison with Poland is deservins of attention. However. it is not
narrati
ins statement in the thesis.

Suggested questions for the defense are:
In your thesis you offered a few ways how it could be possible to continue the research. What
sort of sources for the research and methods for analvsis could vou recommend?
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do NOT recommend/ the thesis for final defence.
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